UNHINGED SUPPLY WITH HINGED FOAM CONTAINERS

Resin Production Meets The Perfect Storm

As foam hinged containers rely heavily on resin for its production the severe disruption to resin production has impacted the ability to produce hinged foam containers. Here is what you need to know:

- Most North American plastic resin production takes place in southeast Texas.
- The resin facilities experienced hard shutdowns due to power losses and freezing temperatures.
- Pactiv’s polystyrene resin suppliers declared force majeure and placed Pactiv on allocation for 60 days.
- This a domestic disruption to the resin supply and will have industry-wide implications into the summer of 2021.

NON-FOAM ALTERNATIVES TO OUR MOST POPULAR FOAM CONTAINERS

SUPC# 7192539  SUPC# 7196530  SUPC# 7548946  SUPC# 7551308
View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop

SUPC# 7551324  SUPC# 7551334  SUPC# 7192580  SUPC# 7192709
View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop  View Alternatives In Shop